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Students rummage
Upland yard sales
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Student body president Brent Maher and Michael Goodrich recline on their newly purchased couch, taking a break from their shopping at the annual Upland yard sale.

By Hillary Durie
Contributor
The annual Upland yard
sales were filled with busy
buyers this past weekend.

ATVs loaded with merchandise, and avid shoppers looking for good buys, swarmed
area neighborhoods.
More than 150 houses
participated, selling items

that varied from bicycles
to furniture.
Jack and Sally Willis of
Upland used the sales to get
rid of unwanted items and
make extra money. On the

first day of the sales, they
sold six folding tables and
other assorted items.
Taylor students also joined
local residents at the sales.
Third Center English spent a

portion of their wing retreat
this year rummaging. Brittany Crow, a senior political
science major, had a wonderful time shopping with
her wing.

was in the way, and that people had to step around me
while I waited to speak with
a professor.”
The relocation of the psychology department has allowed the sociology and
social work departments
to move out of the Atterbury building located on the
edge of campus to a more
central location in Reade.
Ayres also houses the center for research and innovation, the masters and student
affairs office, the office for the
center of global engagement
and the center for teaching and learning excellence.
The renovation of Ayres
has been a gradual but consistent process.
The Ayres Alumni Memorial hall was built in 1950
and named after Burt Ayres,
a well-loved faculty member
and interim Taylor University president. The building
has served many academic
purposes, from the university library to an art department building.
In 2002, the art department transfered to Metcalf,
and Ayres was left vacant,
except for a critical telephone
switch in the lower level of
the building.
According to Ron Sutherland, vice president of business and finance, moving
the telephone required one
million dollars. Securing finances for a new building
also required a large amount

of money. By renovating the
existing building, the administration was able to complete the building project in
manageable phases.
Ayres also has historic value to many Taylor alumni.
“One of the things we were

after in the decision to keep
the building was to give the
alumni another touchstone,”
Sutherland said. “Since it
had been a library up until
the early 80s, most of our
students had been through
that building.”

Phase one renovations began with Ayres’ lower level.
These were chiefly funded
by a trust from the Kenyon
family, along with money the
university raised to complete
phase one construction.
Phase two construction

“This is my fourth year at
Taylor, but my first time attending the rummage sale
and now I’m sincerely regretting never [attending it]
before,” Crow said. “I am
a lover of old books and I
obtained five–two of which
were free–and one of which
had been published before
1920 and was sold to me for
three dollars.”
Sophomore Katie Davis thought the Upland
sales were a great way
to fellowship.
“It was fun walking [at the
sale],” Davis said. “Some of
the girls in our group were
freshmen and it gave me
the opportunity to get to
know them.”
Numerous people traveled
hours to Upland to attend
the sales. Debra Kemerly and
Jim Frye of northern Indiana
drove to Upland to attend
the sale. Kemerly explained
that she did not travel to the
sales to make money; she
came down to see her friends
who live in the area.
“It is a social event," Kemerly said. Frye added that
the sales are a fun experience.
Upland Labor Day weekend festivities also included
a rodeo and a parade.

Renovated Ayres opens doors
By Robin Snyder
Staff Writer
The Ayres Alumni Memorial hall opened its doors this
semester to the psychology
department and students.
Three new classrooms
were renovated. Two of the
smaller classrooms seat 25
students, while the large
classroom has tiered, parliamentary-style seating for
64 students.
Vance Maloney, professor
of psychology, appreciated
the new seating arrangment.
“It’s easier to have a class
of 64 in that room than a
class of 40 in the Reade center,” Maloney said. “It feels
smaller. It feels more intimate. It feels like you’re
more connected.”
The idea for the new seating came from Maloney’s
Ireland travels and is modeled after the Dáil, an Irish
government building.
The move of the psychology department offices also
positively impacts students
and faculty.
“It’s just really nice to have
a ‘space of our own’ where
things aren’t so cluttered
and professors aren’t forced
to share such small offices,”
junior Jena Frey, a psychology major, said. “It’s a very
welcoming atmosphere, and
I feel like students genuinely
enjoy visiting professors in
their new offices. In the old
department, I often felt like I
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began in February of 2005
with funds from a Lilly grant
and gifts.
The total cost of the renovation was approximately
3.3 million dollars.
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Several students prepare to attend classes in Ayres Alumni Memorial hall for the first time since 2002, when the art department relocated
to the Modelle Metcalf Visual Arts center.
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Zondervan donates
books on grief
By Mia Wales
News Editor
In light of the tragic van
accident on April 26, 2006,
Zondervan Publishers donated 3,500 copies of "A
Grace Disguised" by Dr. Jerry
Sittser to Taylor.
The campus ministries office is in charge of distribution. The books were made
available on Wednesday in
the lobby of Rediger auditorium, where they will remain
for the rest of the week.
President Habecker read
the book following the accident and called Zondervan
Publishers to express his appreciation for the well-written content. It was this phone
call that prompted the generous gift to Taylor University.
Sittser’s book also comes
highly recommended from
campus
pastor
Randy
Gruendyke.
“This book is a classic,”
Gruendyke said. “It’s been
around for a long time as a
proven source of help for
those who are grieving. Dr.
Sittser’s godly wisdom is
expressed in principle and

practice, as one who lost his
mother, wife and a daughter
in a traffic accident to a drunk
driver some years ago.”
Author Jerry Sittser is a
professor of theology and
philosophy at Whitworth
College in Spokane, Wash.
Sittser wrote a personal note
to the Taylor community
expressing his condolences
for their loss. The note is
printed inside the cover of
every book.
Currently, Taylor has no
plans to distribute other
grief-based books, but Gruendyke recommends the
counseling center to anyone
who needs to talk.
“The counseling center is
always available to provide
gratis assistance in dealing
with the accident and other
difficult life-issues,” Gruendyke said.
Various chapel services
throughout the year will also
Photo courtasy of Britishembassy.gov.uk
deal with the topic of grief.
Prime
minister
Tony
Blair
plans
to
resign
his position next year.
Zondervan presented books to the Upland and Fort
tween Israel and Hezbollah.
Wayne campuses, and books By Leslie Leak
Blair’s close relationship
Associate
News
Editor
were mailed to the graduates
with
president Bush and his
of 2006.
RESIGNATION OF TONY unending support for the
BLAIR
war in Iraq are both wideBritish prime minister ly unaccepted among the
Tony Blair is making known British public and the Labhis plans to resign next year. our Party.
“I’m not going to set a pre“The biggest single thing
cise [resignation] date now. that has undermined Tony
I don’t think that’s right,” Blair’s credibility with the
executives for non-profit or- Blair said.
general public has been
ganizations and began workGordon Brown, chancellor Iraq,” pollster Peter Kellner
ing with Taylor’s advance- of the exchequer, stated his said on CNN.com. “His close
ment department in January. intention to support Blair’s relationship with George
People Management found decision, making it clear that Bush is undoubtedly costing
a candidate last year to fill the prime minister’s exit is him support in Britain.”
the position, but the candi- Blair’s call. When Blair led
According to Labour Party
date declined the job offer.
the Labour Party to its third lawmakers, the sooner Blair
They are currently inter- consecutive election win announces the date of his
viewing another candidate, in May of 2005, he spoke of resignation the better.
who will potentially return how he would not seek the
to campus in September for a premiership again.
MEXICO’S NEW
second round of interviews.
According to recent opin- PRESIDENT-ELECT
The candidate has already ion polls, Blair’s popularity is
President-elect Felipe Calmet with advancement’s waning, putting the Labour deron is in the process of
leadership team and the Party in second place behind building his government.
president’s cabinet. After the the conservatives. Accord- Calderon was scheduled to
next round of interviews, ad- ing to CNN, Blair’s disap- meet with president Vicevancement will decide if he is pearing popularity comes as nte Fox last Wednesday
the result of disagreements to talk about government
the right person for the job.
The university has high within the party over domes- transitions and the budget
hopes for the future of this tic issues and, according to for the year ahead, accordsome Labour MPs, his non- ing to Fox’s spokesman
position.
“With the president’s vi- involvement in the war be- Ruben Aguilar.
sion 2016, this is a very, very,
important position,” Smith
said. “We want to be successful in carrying out the
president’s and the board
of trustees’ dreams for the
future. And 2016 is a great
vision for the future of Taylor University and students
of tomorrow.”

Advancement
searches for VP
By Christine Allen
Staff Writer
The vice president of advancement position at Taylor
remains vacant after Harold
Hazen retired last November. Interims Joyce Helyer
and Ken Smith have held the
title in Hazen’s absence.
Taylor’s
advancement
department is “the fundraising arm of Taylor University,” Smith said. Their
aim is to network and create
relationships with alumni,
parents and friends of Taylor
to raise money for the University. The administration is
searching for someone with
past fund-raising experience,
preferably with experience in
higher education, to fill the
vice president position.
“[Candidates] do not have
to be Taylor alumni,” Smith
said. “But we would like
them to have familiarity with
the Taylor community.”
People Management, based
in Nashville, Tenn., has handled the search for a new vice
president of advancement.
They specialize in finding top

World News Report
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The president-elect is looking for quality in terms of a
cabinet, and he is not rushing
to put members in place.
“[I’m looking for] honest people…capable people,
people who are loyal to the
[administration’s] plan, and
to Mexico,” Calderon said.
President-elect Calderon
is focusing on maintaining
unity in the face of change,
something with which business organizations and religious leaders both agree.
The bishops are relieved
that the electoral process
has ended with a verdict, so
that possible confrontations
might be avoided.
“It’s time for dialogue,
understanding and essential
accords to make the govern
ability of Mexico possible,”
the bishops said.
In the weeks ahead the
president-elect hopes to
overcome his opponents’ rejection of his new presidential status.

(compiled from CNN.com)
OIL PRICES PLUMMET
According to BBC News
online, gasoline inventories
are 6% higher than a year
ago, due in large part to the
lack of hurricane damage in
the Gulf of Mexico.
Gasoline stockpiles increased by 700,000 last week,
partly because the busy driving season ended.
Oil prices have lowered
more than $11 a barrel since
July, the height of the Israel-Lebanon crisis. Another
contributing factor to the
extreme high prices of last
July are the damages to
refineries sustained from
Hurricane Katrina.
Some are wary of the fact
that Iran could use its oil as
leverage if the UN were to
impose sanctions against it.
Mohammed Hadi NejadHosseinaian, the country’s
deputy oil minister, said that
price hikes should be expected if obstacles are put in
place to hinder investments
in its oil.

BLUE JEAN DYE: THE NEW
CANCER KILLER?
Scientists are now looking
to a dye commonly found in
blue jeans and ballpoint pens
to kill cancer cells. According
to BBC News online, phthalocyanine is a “light-activated, or photosensitive, agent
with cell-destroying properties.” Researchers in the UK
are using gold “nanoparticles,” 1/5000th the thickness
of a human hair, to send the
chemical compound directly into cancer cells, tearing
them apart.
The compound, when
pulsed with laser light, produces a highly reactive form
of oxygen that causes the cancer cells to commit suicide.
Dr. David Russell from
the University of East Anglia
said, “We have shown using
nanotechnology that we can
get phthalocyanine into the
cancer cells where it binds
and, on activation, causes
substantial cell death.”
Scientists have known of
this method for the last 15
years, but until now, scientists could not deliver the
substance into the cells.
Chemotherapies are dependent on the patient’s ability to process the drug. This
method is not an overarching success, which makes Dr.
Russell’s and the research of
the UEA so important.
Photodynamic
therapy
would employ the use of
red light, which does not
rely on the body to activate
the drug.
“Red light can only travel
through 5-6mm tissue, but
activating the nanoparticles
in tumors inside the body,
such as in the gut, could be
done by using a fibre optic
cable to shine the laser on the
cancer target,” said Dr. Mark
Wainwright, a senior
lecturer in medicinal chemistry at the Liverpool John
Moores University.
If all goes according
to plan, phthalocyanine
nanoparticles could be available for human trials within
five years.

(compiled from BBC news)

Bird, Corduan win awards

Taylor granted
science funds
By Megan Baird
Editor-in-Chief
The national science foundation and the national aeronautics and space administration awarded Taylor $138,000
in combined grant funds for
various research projects, according to Donald Takehara,
director of the center for research and innovation.
According to Ken Kiers,
associate professor of physics, the NSF gave Taylor
$88,000 for particle physics
research. Students will assist
Kiers in 2007 when the large
hadron collider, the world’s
largest particle accelerator,
begins operation. The LHC
will probe the standard model of particle physics and
continue to establish theoretical foundations.
NASA granted Taylor
$50,000 to study data collected during the source/
loss-cone energetic particle

News

spectrometer satellite instrument’s 10-year spaceflight.
The purpose of the flight
was to gather information
about solar flares on the
earth’s magnetic field. These
flares potentially impact
weather, pipelines, power
grids, communication systems and human health.
Hank Voss, professor of
physics, is the project’s principal investigator. He and
Taylor physics faculty and
students also plan to make
the SEPS information easier
to use.
“We are very pleased to be
able to make the SEPS dataset more user-friendly, easily
accessible and broadly available to the scientific research
community,” Voss said. “With
better access and better data
analysis tools, we feel that
there are many more exciting
discoveries to be made.”

Photo by Alisse Goldsmith

Steven Bird, professor of sociology, received the 2006 Teaching Excellence and Campus Leadership Award in chapel on Friday. Joann
Rediger, associate professor of music and last year's award recipient, presented Bird with the accolade. Winfried Corduan, professor of
philosophy and religion, also received an award, the Franklin W. and Joan M. Forman Distinguished Faculty Scholar Award for 2006. "I
am...grateful for this award," he said. "It is wonderful to have received this encouragement. I am thankful to the Formans for instituting the award, the committee for selecting me, and all of my colleagues for their unstinting affirmation. But...all the credit must go to
my Lord Jesus...1 Corinthians 15:10a encapsulates what I feel: 'By God's grace I am what I am.'"
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Rousopoulos' role redefined

IFC seeks
Senior first Taylor student to be PA and assistant hall director to expose
campus
to culture
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Katie Rousopoulos is the first PA of the newly renovated Haakonsen hall. This is a busy year for
Rousopoulos as she balances a full course load with the responsibilities of her new position.

By KATE YODER
Contributor
When
senior
Katie
Rousopoulos left First South
English in May, she thought
she would return as a second year PA this fall. But
a large freshman class and
the opening of the renovated Haakonsen hall changed
Rousopoulos’ Taylor life halfway through the summer.
In need of a new assistant

hall director for the Haak
and English hall, both Missy
Chambless, English hall
director, and Jill Godorhazy,
assistant dean of residence
life, contacted Rousopoulos
and asked her to consider taking the position.
“Once I had been officially
asked, I said what a great
honor this was, but I needed
to think about it, pray about
it and talk to my parents
about it,” Rousopoulos said.

Best book buys

TU bookstore competes with
online booksellers for business
By Anna Daniels
Staff Writer
Students' shopping lists
contain many items, but few
are as important or expensive as textbooks. According
to nbc-2.com, the average price of textbooks has
increased by 62% since 1994.
To counteract these rising
costs, some college students
are purchasing books online
at amazon.com, eBay’s
half.com and other sites.
Freshman are discovering
the advantages of buying
online early in their college
careers. Freshman Ashley
Hoffman said she bought
books online, from the bookstore and from other students.
Junior
Andy
Trozan
had a similar practice.
“In the first semester,
I bought all my books at
the bookstore, but [later] I
bought them online for
half the price,” Trozan said.
Junior Natalie Beange
echoed Trozan’s thoughts.
“I like buying books online
because they’re shipped to
my door and I don’t have
to wait in line at the bookstore,” she said. “I also like
that I can buy and return
them at my convenience.”
Buying online through
shopping sites can have
drawbacks. A seller may list
a textbook in “good condition,” but the book might
arrive in worse condition
than expected. Buying textbooks at the TU bookstore
solves this problem, although
the prices are higher.

The TU bookstore employs
several methods to challenge
the cheaper online prices.
“All university bookstores
have been affected to varying degrees by online vendors…However, by the new
practices and innovations
we have put in place, the
effect has not been real significant,” Richard Ehresman,
manager of TU’s bookstore, said. “Over the past
six years we have significantly increased our percentage of used textbooks each
semester.  We actually even
begin to buy used books at
the end of each semester for
the upcoming semester.”
Ehresman also said the
bookstore has simplified
book returns and made online
book reservations available.
To attract students, the
bookstore also periodically
sells new textbooks at the
used price. “This usually
happens in the final year of
a textbook edition’s life,”
Ehresman said. “Our goal
here is to keep the prices
as low as possible and pass
along any ‘deals’ we can.”
While students may buy some
textbooks online, this does not
effect the bookstore’s prices.
“[The bookstore’s prices] are determined by the
publisher price and nothing else,” Ehresman said.
If students do buy their
books the traditional way,
the bookstore’s profits go
toward the university’s budget for student programs.

“It was a really hard decision for me because First
South was where I moved
when I transferred to Taylor,
I knew the girls there and I
was planning to be PA again
there. Taking this position
meant starting all over.”
After much prayer and discussion, Rousopoulos decided to accept the position.
“My two biggest fears
in taking the position were
that I would lose my friends

on First South and not be
able to balance being a
student and a staff member,” Rousopoulos said.
Balancing her activities
might be Rousopoulos’ biggest struggle this year. As
a senior international studies major, she is taking 20
hours this semester in order
to graduate in May. She
stays focused by eliminating extra activities, such
as TV, and surrounding
herself with good friends.
“I have a lot of people who
keep me accountable because
this job can be very draining.
But it is also very rewarding, and that is what I love
about it,” Rousopoulos said.
Her duties are varied and involve working
closely with Chambless.
“Katie’s main duty is
to oversee the women of
Haakonsen hall,” Chambless
said. “Other duties include
supervising the English hall
front desk and hall council.
Katie is still a student, which
is her first priority, and
it is my desire to see her
succeed at that as well.”
Since the Haak is considered the 10th wing of English
hall, Rousopoulos does
everything an English PA
would do in addition to her

assistant hall director duties.
Even though Rousopoulos
is busy, she enjoys what she
does. “I have such a passion
for residence life and this job
is helping me get my foot in
the door,” Rousopoulos said.
“I always had a healthy fear
of hall directors, but now
I get to see they are just
normal people who get to
be big students in a way.”
As an assistant hall director, Rousopoulos participates in monthly residence
life staff outings and their
Tuesday night dinners.
She also gets special perks,
such as a reserved parking spot and her own furnished apartment in the
Haak. “I even get my own
business cards,” she joked.
Perks aside, having a fulltime student as an assistant hall director is still a
new venture for Taylor.
“I’m excited for the opportunity Katie has to use her gifts
and abilities in a new way,”
Chambless said. “Mostly I’m
excited to see how the Lord
will use this experience in
Katie’s life to continually
mold her into the woman
He has created her to be.”

Jumping Bean bounces back
By Lauren Hartshorn
Features Editor
When Steve Morley and
Jacob Drake first discussed
starting a business, they did
not have the campus coffee shop in mind. Morley,
the Wengatz hall director,
and Jacob Drake, Sammy
assistant
hall
director,
began brainstorming last
spring about owning a place
that focused on students.
When Ron Sutherland, vice
president of finance, began
seeking new owners for the
Union’s coffee shop, Morley
and Drake considered applying for ownership. They submitted a business plan, and,
after several meetings, were
told in July they were chosen to run the coffee shop.
Morley and Drake are now
the proud owners of The
Jumping Bean. To Morley,

the name signifies the success and ingenuity of the
original business by the
same name. Morley hopes
his business will emulate
the original Jumping Bean.
Drake is The Jumping
Bean’s operations manager, while Morley handles
finances,
coffee
orders and other tasks.
“[Jake will] likely be a
little bit more like the face
of the Jumping Bean, spend
more time...say, behind
the counter,” Morley said.
“My job is…getting the initial setup going and then
establishing
connections
throughout campus and the
Upland community so we
can figure out where The
Jumping Bean can fit in, be
helpful, but also help build
a thriving business too.”
Travis Yoder, the new
Wengatz assistant hall direc-

tor, is also involved in the
business and will share many
of Drake’s responsibilities.
Yoder and Drake are both
part-time Taylor employees, but working at The
Jumping Bean does not effect
their commitments to their
respective residence halls.
Morley recognizes that
running The Jumping Bean
will be time-consuming, but
he is certain that owning and
running the business will not
negatively affect his job performance as a hall director.
Business at The Jumping
Bean is already hopping.
Morley noted that sales
have steadily increased
from Welcome Weekend
through
last
Friday.
The Jumping Bean is open
from 7 a.m. until 1 p.m. and
from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m. Monday
through Friday. Sunday
hours are 7 p.m. until 1 a.m.

Photo by Tim Huyhn

Students talk to Travis Yoder at The Jumping Bean while waiting for their coffee. The Jumping Bean
serves a full range of coffee products, from drip-brew to lattes to mochas.

By Jasmin Snyder
Contributor
Taylor is known for its
acronyms, such as TSO,
IFC and ICC. The myriad
abbreviations can be overwhelming, even for upperclassmen. One acronym that
is consistently confused and
overlooked is IFC, which
stands for the Integration
of Faith and Culture.
“IFC wants to introduce
the Taylor community to
something unfamiliar and
give it a new perspective
about something normally
seen as offensive, too ‘artsy’
or 'too intimidating,'" Natalie
Beange, IFC promotions manager, said. “IFC strives to provide events to help the Taylor
community build discernment, understanding, compassion and tolerance.”
As the title of the cabinet denotes, the Integration
of Faith and Culture cabinet is here to help students
learn about, enjoy and
experience culture at large.
More specifically, IFC
seeks to deal with issues
relating to Christian culture. Jasmin Snyder, IFC
vice president, explains
the reason behind showing
controversial film such as
"Saved" and "Hell House."
"By viewing and discussing things within the church
we are better able to see how
we are percieved by society at
large, and thus we can decide
what our actions and reactions should be," Snyder said.
IFC's chief goal is to
expose and then break down
the safety net that Christian
culture allows Christians.
In order to do this, IFC
hosts
different
events
throughout the year. To start
the year, IFC is hosting a
free concert in the union this
Monday night following the
Spiritual Renewal service.
In late November, the
author of “Death by Suburb,”
David Goetz, is speaking in
conjunction with LiT @ Night.
IFC also shows films on
weeknights that spotlight
important issues. Often professors or students will lead
a discussion after the films.
“These discussions are a
step in the process of learning how to integrate our faith
with the culture we are a
part of today,” Beange said.
The IFC journal, The
Integration of Ink and Paper,
is another way to learn about
culture. The journal contains
movie and book reviews,
and discusses relevant issues
such as homosexuality.
“As the cabinet...responsible for promoting real life
culture on our campus, we
are trying not only to get
you engaged in culture by
[entertaining you], but also
so that you are able to discern your way through it
in order to make the integration of faith and culture
a lifestyle,” Snyder said.

HOUSE FOR SALE
108 EAST 6TH STREET
MATTHEWS
2 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 CAR GARAGE
PORCH/PATIO, 2 1/2 LOTS
CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT
DAYTIME: 574-529-0173
EVENING: 765-998-0025
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Josh Porter's high five to fall TV premieres
By Josh Porter
A&E Editor
By the year 2012, every
possible idea for a television
show will be on the air. That
is my prediction for the future. That’s right; there will
be a reality show about life
in a ketchup factory. There
will be a sitcom about robot pirates from the future.
There will be “Law & Order:
Elementary School.” Producers will leave no subject
untouched. However, until
the rapidly approaching day
when there is no originality left in television, here are
five fresh shows that look to
be quite promising.
1. “Heroes” (premieres Monday, September 25)
“Heroes” is an NBC series
about several individuals
who discover they have su-

perhuman capabilities, and
how they deal with these
powers. Superhero material
may seem overdone, but the
thing that excites me about
this series is its originality.
There are no back stories, nitpicky “superfans” or copyright laws to inhibit the storyline. Plus, “Heroes” takes
a very realistic approach to
these people. They do not
come from another dimension, they are not aliens and
none of them are involved
in crazy radioactive sewer
experiments (or whatever
murky explanation a typical
comic hero gets for his newfound powers). These are
real people with real lives,
who realize they are truly
unique. They react like anyone would, and they aren’t
perfect by any means.
Early reactions to “Heroes”
are that it rivals the likes of

Photo courtesy of televisionary.blogspot.com

The cast members of "Heroes" will do their best to portray realistic
and believable characters, despite the superhero theme.

Koo Chung headlines
AAA/AHANA concert
By Christine Allen
Staff Writer
AAA and AHANA
gathered students into
the Union on Tuesday
evening to listen to the
Koo Chung Band, Jinny
Kim and David Cho play
a free concert. Koo Chung
also played at Taylor last
fall.
“I kept harassing Taylor
University and said
‘Please let us play here
again!’” Chung said.
AAA president Alicia
Chew was happy to comply. “They were good last
year and we wanted to
offer a fun, free concert,”
she said.
Last year Chung performed as a solo artist on
his guitar, but his return to
campus this fall included
new instruments, such as
drums, bass and an additional guitar. Jinny Kim
returned on the piano,
and David Cho joined
the band’s Midwest tour
this year as a last-minute
addition.
Photo by Tim Huynh
Cho opened the show
Koo Chung and his band give
with a few heartfelt songs a passionate performance at
on his guitar. Originally Tuesday night's concert.
from Seattle, Washington,
Cho jumped on the tour’s
Koo Chung’s improved
bandwagon in part to get sound, and the songs from
exposure for his newly the band’s new album
released album.
“Parallel” were different
Much like her perfor- from last year’s simpler
mance last year, Jinny Kim set. Some songs consoulfully played the key- tained elements of jazz
board and impressed the and blues, and Chung
audience with her power- switched between electric
house voice. Despite her and acoustic guitars. From
small stature and casual love songs, to ballads like
attitude, resting her foot “Up to You” about relying
on the keyboard while she on God, Chung’s energetic
played, her songs were spirit and musical enthumeaningful and her voice siasm unquestionably capfull of strength and emo- tured his audience.
tion.
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“Lost” and “Prison Break”
with superb writing and
compelling characters.
2. “30 Rock” (premieres
Wednesday, October 11)
Tina Fey wrote, directed
and co-starred in “Mean
Girls,” and it appeared out of
nowhere. It was laugh-outloud funny, original and got
great reviews. Fey starred in
“Saturday Night Live” for
years, but after seeing “Mean
Girls,” it is obvious that she
does best when she has creative control.
Fey serves as the lead actress, executive producer
and writer of the new series
“30 Rock.” It takes place behind the scenes of a dysfunctional sketch comedy show
with remarkable similarities
to SNL. What an interesting
coincidence, considering the
show airs on NBC, the same
network as SNL.
“30 Rock” also stars Alec
Baldwin and SNL’s Tracy
Morgan and Rachel Dratch.
3. “Smith” (premieres Tuesday, September 9)
It is amazing how many
film actors and actresses are
on television. CBS’s “Smith”
is a perfect example. Ray
Liotta (“Goodfellas”), Virginia Madsen (“Sideways”),
Amy Smart (“The Butterfly
Effect”) and Simon Baker
(“Land of the Dead”) make
quite an impressive cast.
The show is about a team
of criminal masterminds and
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Matthew Perry and Bradley Whitford star in "Studio 60 on the Sunset Strip" as the writers of the fictitious comedy show of the same name, with Amanda Peet playing their network entertainment chief.

the double lives they lead. It
appears to be a serious drama, stylized and full of action. It will be interesting to
see if it finds an audience.
4. “Shark” (premieres Thursday, September 21)
Those who have seen James
Woods play celebrity poker
probably aren’t big fans of
his personality. Still, there is
no denying that he has made
a great living as a colorful
and entertaining movie star
(“Casino,” “Nixon,” “Any
Given Sunday”).
Woods is now breaking
into primetime with the CBS
series “Shark,” which casts
him as a cutthroat defense
attorney who decides to try
prosecution once he realizes he may be on the wrong
side. It would be great to see
a courtroom comedy/drama

that actually works, and if
James Woods can’t do it, Jim
Carrey can. Then again, I'm
betting he has much bigger
fish to fry than “Liar, Liar:
The Series.”
5. “Studio 60 on the Sunset
Strip” (premieres Monday,
September 18)
I have got to give props to
NBC. They have no idea if the
premise behind “30 Rock”
will be successful, and they
do not care. They have gone
ahead and green-lighted a
pilot for a second series satirizing a sketch comedy show
from behind the scenes. It is
called “Studio 60 on the Sunset Strip,” and despite the
fact that it shares its premise with another NBC show,
three things make it unique.
Firstly, it stars Amanda Peet
( “A Lot Like Love”), D.L.

Hughley (“Scary Movie 3”)
and the always funny Matthew Perry (“Friends”).
Secondly, it appears to have
a stylized and glamorous
look and feel.
Finally, it is a comedy show
about comedy, but with realistic conflict and character development. Mainly
though, I am just excited to
see Chandler on TV again.
There are plenty more
shows on their way this fall,
but high five to these for
bringing some unique concepts to the table. Of course,
if “Arrested Development”
is any indication, the unique
shows aren’t always the ones
that run the longest. It will
certainly be interesting to see
which of these shows survives the fall.

"Sunshine" brightens theaters
By Josh Porter
A&E Editor
Mixing comedy with
meaningful drama is not
an easy thing to do. It is a
bit like brushing your teeth,
and then eating pickles; it
tends to leave a bad taste
in your mouth. Take Adam
Sandler’s movie “Click,” for
example. The first two-thirds
of the movie were hilarious.
However, in a futile effort
to add some level of meaning, the third act was rather
depressing, almost to the
point of being preachy. It is
obviously very difficult to
make comedy meaningful,
but “Little Miss Sunshine”
is the perfect combination of
tragedy and charm.
“Little Miss Sunshine” is
the story of a disjointed family that travels to California
to enter their youngest
member in the Little Miss
Sunshine beauty pageant
finals. In the process, every
family member faces a lifechanging event or crisis. This
sounds similar to other road
trip movies, but this film has
an extra layer of substance
that movies like “Road Trip”
and “Tommy Boy” lack.
Part of the reason this
movie works so well is the
believability of the characters. The plot becomes
remarkably absurd at times,
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"Little Miss Sunshine" does an excellent job of fusing down-to-earth dramatic events with ridiculous
comedic moments like the one shown here.

but the genuine acting helps
to ground it in reality. It
makes the audience believe
that these odd events could
happen to anyone.
All this was made possible by a clever, down-toearth script, and absolutely
superb acting. Greg Kinnear
and Toni Collette are perfect as the bickering but
well-meaning parents. Alan
Arkin embodies the typical grumpy old man as the
half-senile grandfather with
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Abigail Breslin as Olive Hoover holds her own amongst her talented and more experienced co-stars.

no moral boundaries. Steve
Carell shows acting never
seen before as the depressed
and cynical, yet charming,
uncle Frank.
These are great performances worthy of awards
consideration, but the real
bright spot is Abigail Breslin
as the daughter Olive. Her
innocence and cheerfulness
in the face of tragedy brings
the family together. Breslin
is simply a ten-year-old who
knows exactly how to act like
a ten-year-old, and embody
the innocence of youth. She
has come far, even from her
impressive performance as
Mel Gibson’s daughter in M.
Night Shyamalan's “Signs.”
Because of its quirky humor,
many people are comparing “Little Miss Sunshine”
to “Napoleon Dynamite.”
The comparison works on
a few levels, but there are
two things that ultimately
set “Little Miss Sunshine”
apart. First, none of the main
characters have unfortunate
hair, and secondly, the char-

acters are believable. They
face their share of problems,
but they keep going.
“Little Miss Sunshine” is
becoming a huge success,
even with its limited number of showings. It is a film
that contains something for
everyone. Each character is
richly developed, and each
has his or her own obstacles
to overcome. It is ultimately
an engaging story of hope
and perseverance.
“Little Miss Sunshine”
does not wrap everything
in a neat little package at
the end of the movie, but
it does end with the family
members still together and
in a good mood. After a road
trip of misadventures and
tragedy, the fact that they
are all still smiling is a real
testament to the power of
family. If that seems a bit
corny to you, then you obviously have not seen the film.
I recommend you dispense
with the skepticism, and see
it immediately!

O pinions
The absence of
Facebook's
mini-feed
By Marc Belcastro
Opinions Editor
Any devout adherent of
the Facebook sub-religion
has, by now, observed an
augmentation. After surgical reconstruction, ladies
and gentlemen, we have
been given the all-seeing
eye, the omniscient minifeed.
Here are some reactions
to the mini-feed from a
handful of students:
Ashely
Childress
(junior)
“I feel like it’s an infringement on my privacy. I don’t
want people knowing what
I’m doing everyday. I wish
they would change it back.”
Shanna
Gronewold
(senior)
“I think it’s kind of frustrating. It doesn’t really affect
my life. It’s just irritating.
People are freaking out
about it, and I think they
should just get over it.”
Alex
Hoekstra
(senior)
“I wonder if they’re giving
us what we have subconsciously wanted all along,
which is to know the most
recent activity. Do you know
what I mean? We like to look
at profiles, but we get upset
when it is explicitly shown
to us. Everyone is really bent
out of shape.”
Blake
Bachman
(sophomore)
“I hate it. I think that it’s ridiculous; no one needs to
know everything you’ve
been doing. If you’ve become
someone’s friend, made a
comment, or whatever, it’s
no one’s business.”

the Numinous
By Zan Bozzo
Guest Columnist
The following is not necessarily a complaint or a
highlight of what I consider
to be wrong with Protestantism, or the Church as a
whole. Rather, it is merely an
attempt to initiate discussion.
My concern here deals with
what I consider to be an “absence of divine realization”
– particularly with regards to
the Numinous.
The Numinous is recognition of the holiness and divine majesty of God. Rudolf
Otto separates it into “terror” and “awe." C.S. Lewis
describes it as a feeling one
would experience when
knowing a ghost is in the adjacent room, as opposed to a
tiger. Fear is certainly felt in
both instances, but of different natures. With the tiger,
there is a fear of potential
danger to the body. Fear of
the “ghost,” however, is a
helpless dread, the uncanny
terror of the supernatural. It
is the sensation one experiences when observing God’s
creation, or the interior of a
cathedral as young boys and
girls sing hymns that fill the
soul with a sense of wonder,
terror and delight. But what
is the significance of the Numinous? And how has Protestantism potentially fallen
short in capturing this aspect
of the divine?
Failure to capture this Numinous is analogous to stripping a boy of his captivation
for his father or viewing the
Bible as no more then mere
words. The consequences of
this banality within Christendom are two-fold: by ignoring the Numinous, we
destroy the attraction everpresent with it and, more importantly, we fail to grasp and
teach this significant attribute of our Lord. One might
argue that the church should
not aim to lure in converts
through attraction, to which
I would partially agree, but
this misses the point.

Bringing attention to the
Numinous is to focus on the
nature of God. The attraction
is the end result, God Himself, not the singular means
and aim of “luring.” If the attractive is to be avoided, we
might as well no longer sing
worship songs, for they too
are “attractive.”
I imagine another reason
for hesitancy is the Protestant’s typical rejection of
the veneration of icons (e.g.
Mariolatry). This is certainly
a worthy apprehension and
one that should be taken seriously, but as with all matters, the chance of perversion
should not hinder potential
amelioration.
I consider all of the diverse Churches, whether
they be Protestant, Catholic or Eastern Orthodox, to
have their own particular
elements of banality; none
have it “perfectly” right. I
cannot help but notice, however, that Protestantism, with
regards to the Numinous,
falls short of Catholicism and
Eastern Orthodoxy. Perhaps
our reason for falling short in
this regard is because
Catholicism, for example,
takes it too far. It may be the
fear of doing the same that
leaves us impotent.
Protestant Churches, sadly enough, too often resemble lecture halls, with little to
distinguish them as churches, apart from an occasional
spire (visible only from the
outside) and modernized
crosses. But this is not to suggest a push for a return to
medieval architecture. I am
all for innovation and creativity, as long as it does not
neglect the Numinous characteristics of our Lord. While
we may effectively focus on
His mercy, providence, grace
and goodness, let us, at last,
realize the “awe” and “terror” produced by the realization of His holy nature. Let it
dumbfound us into silence.

Befriending homosexuals
By Marc Belcastro
Opinions Editor
“Why is it that, as a culture, we are more comfortable seeing two men holding
guns than holding hands?”
fiction author Ernest Gaines
asks. A reasonable question.
I would like to ask another: how many of us would
rather swallow glass shards
than be at a party filled with
homosexuals? Maybe Mr.
Gaines is wrong about this
being a problem. Maybe I
am unnecessarily and incorrectly aggrandizing a matter
which, in its current form,
is perfectly acceptable and
needs no further thought.
Please know that I do not
intend to treat this subject
disrespectfully, nor do I intend for any particle of what
follows to contain anything
pejorative toward homosexuals, whether flagrantly or
implicitly. I merely want to
inquire into the business of
Christians befriending them.
It is understandable for
one to experience uneasiness
when considering the above
(party) scenario. But what
does one make of this feeling
and its origin? How much
time is devoted to experiencing this uneasiness compared
to the time spent investigating the reason for it?
Before continuing in
that vein, however, I would
briefly like to discuss an in-

Opinions

herent problem—a quietly
pernicious one—in the labeling of certain individuals as
“homosexual” (or “gay” or
“lesbian” and so forth). Besides the danger endemic to
most labels within Christianity—as they can misinform
and misrepresent—assigning a group a title, which
corresponds to a specific sin,
seems to me absurd.
One might argue that
the label “homosexual” is
used strictly for identification purposes–a way to conveniently distinguish this
group from another. When
employed as such, the label
should be used with an unwavering vigilance, for it can
quickly evolve from a means
of identifying some detail
about a group to identifying who they are as people.
Furthermore, ascribing this
type of designation tends to
facilitate the mindset that homosexuality is worse (more
fervently condemned) than
other things (more tolerated)
such as idolatry, lust, lying
and other forms of immorality. This wrong thinking can
only promote wrong behavior.
Concerning the befriending of homosexuals, I am not
advocating that we gather
our Bibles and rush the streets
and neighborhoods, seeking
them out. Nor am I endorsing a missionary friendship,

similar to missionary dating,
where one associates with
another for the sole purpose
of converting them. There is
nothing wrong with the desire and pursuit of another’s
conversion, but I fear that the
Lord considers missionary
relationships irresponsible,
a byproduct of our missing
His point: loving people.
I believe it is unchristian
to be homophobic. If left unchecked—and not properly
addressed—homophobia is a
diseased mental state. This is
not so much a critique of the
Christian’s behavior toward
homosexuals as an entreaty
to examine the Christian’s
mindset. Paul would not
speak of a renewed mind
(Romans 12:2) if our cognitive faculties were not of
enormous import.
The point of befriending
homosexuals is not necessarily to dissuade them from
homosexuality but to love
them—as the Lord does—no
differently than the next person. It is likely that this is
only possible once we begin
regarding things with that
renewed mind. Until then,
many of us are strangely
comfortable with perceiving our own transgressions
as less severe—less disapproved of—than another’s
homosexuality.
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Technology vetoes
American politics
By Jenny DeGeyter
Guest Columnist
Allow me to be a pessimist: technology has destroyed American politics.
I spent last semester in
Washington D.C. watching
men and women use their
Blackberries or PDAs to connect with the office while
traveling, walking, standing,
eating and probably while
they were supposedly watching their kid’s sports events.
It was odd, this common, essential accessory.
I have found various reasons why technology has
changed the way that politicians make laws, communicate with constituents and
report on their activities in
campaigning.
To begin with, the phenomenon of blogging has led
users to actually believe that
people care about what they
have to say. Politicians really
do not care. There are so many
people on staff in senator Soand-So’s office that sending
him an email or calling him
will only lead to talking with
unpaid interns (me), and all
we do is talk about how annoying constituents are (as
if being an intern creates an
elitist status). One actually
called an office asking if the
senator would call Germany
so that her son could watch
the World Cup during his
class period. Seriously, lady.
Constituent relationships are
few and politicians do not
have time for individuals
(unless you have a big dollar
sign on your shirt).
Another way that blogging has destroyed politics is
from the inside out. “Politicians” blog about their day’s
activities and which committee hearings they attended.

Or they will run for office
and ask for support using a
web log. This allows for anyone to run for office. We have
an eighteen-year-old mayor
in Michigan, and a pirate
running for congressional office in Iowa.
If that does not convince you, think of the Jack
Abramoff scandal and how
it made lobbyists and politicians squirm in their seats for
fear of being discovered.
Lobbying, named for the
men who would wait in the
lobby of hotels to speak to
representatives, has become
quite the business in the
Capitol. For example, senator So-and-So from above
spent the morning in a committee meeting, and she was
not able to read the report
from her legislative assistant
about the bill up for vote
when the Senate resumed
that day. Well, all she had to
do was read her email on her
Blackberry while eating her
mid-afternoon snack and see
that her lobbyist friend had
sent her an email convincing
her to vote “yes” for the bill.
She was convinced in a few
short sentences. Words that
persuaded her were “re-election,” “trade-off,” “favor in
the eyes of [committee chair]”
and “money.” Unfortunately,
that is how things go.
In this fast-paced, answerat-the-touch-of-a-button lifestyle, politics loses meaning
along with every other form
of communication. What
happened to handshakes,
debates and conversations?
What about integrity, honor and trust between colleagues? It just does not happen anymore.
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Arrival of the
meta-columnist
By Kate Garber
Guest Columnist
Please tell me before I begin–oh gosh, it’s a column
all to myself–tell me, am I
allowed to be genuine, some
might say “vulnerable,”
about my beliefs and opinions here? Or would that only
leave me open to the responsive wolves on campus who
are unconcerned about the
people behind the text, those
writing wits who are just trying to have a good time with
this image-building platform
we call The Echo?
Well, all things considered,
I guess I’d conclude that in
this column–(so broad with
possibilities it's almost crushing; I look until I sweat and
tremble, fearing I am only a
Samson-like figure pushing
down the columns around
me, hoping that I do not simply fall to dust, crushed in the
process) – it would be best to
reject vulnerability in favor of
sarcasm, but that just makes
me just a secondary, “neverquite” Joe Ringenberg (and
this also without the striking
masculinity and charming
good looks).
Okay (glancing around
nervously and quickly drinking deep shots of Red Bull as
I type), I might be able to sort
my thoughts by borrowing a
tool from the world of business, possibly that brilliant
idea know as the “Mission
Statement.” Here’s my best
draft so far: “To enhance the
campus through well-crafted
columns written on a nearly
weekly basis. And to build
up the community.”
All right, wow, now that
I've taken care of the complicated tricky part, let me
warn the campus that I basically have no opinions. At all.
Oh wait, no, I just thought of
one. Wow–and another one.
Okay, they’re coming in pretty quickly now (frightened,
setting down my can), so,
uh, don’t worry, I guess this
won’t be the both the beginning and end, all wrapped together in one erratic article.
You know, in that hypothetical case–if I discovered
that I had no opinions and
had to stop writing–I could
have appropriately nicknamed the article that you’re
reading “The Alpha and
Omega.” But in this we find a
glaring, unavoidable existential problem. (I apologize for
not knowing how to use the
word “existential”–because
I’m pretty sure I should have
said “semantic” or “linguistic” or “dialogic”… I don’t
know, you tell me.)
Regardless, the troubling
problem is this: if we already
know that the title “Alpha and
Omega” describes the infinite
nature of one Being, while
also, somehow, perfectly describing the very finite nature
of one hypothetical opinion
article… yes, I think you get
the point. Basically, it makes
me conclude that language
hinders communication, prevents understanding, ruins
our lives, etc. (insert [according to taste] further discussion of quasi-postmodern
ideas, preferably extremely
uneducated discussion so
that mine seems really, really,
really ridiculously good in
contrast).
With total disregard to
those pretentious words I’ve
just written about language,
I now conclude that I love
language and want to write
a column. And therefore, I’d
like to write a column. And
if I end up as the dust of my
own doing or as food for
hungry wolves – well, I’m
pretty sure I deserve both
treatments anyway.

S ports
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Lady Trojans fall to Cougars

Taylor loses in straight sets to Spring Arbor, drops record to 7-4
By Kim Rupp
Contributor
The Lady Trojans (7-4,
0-1 Mid-Central Conference) were defeated in three
straight sets by the Spring
Arbor University Cougars
on Wednesday.
“The way we played tonight was not indicative of
how we normally play; this
was not Taylor volleyball,”
coach Brittany Smith said.
The Lady Trojans entered
their home opener with a 73 record after falling to 17th
ranked Cedarville 3-1 on
Tuesday evening.
The Lady Trojans jumped
to a 2-0 lead in the first game
against Mid-Central Conference opponent Spring Arbor,
but the Cougars answered
back to tie the game.

Taylor senior Arlene Friesen ended a long rally by
pounding down a kill to
take the 6-4 lead. The game
remained close as each team
played consistent, wellrounded defense. Spring
Arbor prevailed 30-25 after
senior Cougar Amy Czupich
hammered out the gamewinning attack.
In the second game, Taylor
started out strong once again
and remained in the lead until a missed serve led to a tie
at nine points apiece.
The Lady Trojans then lost
their momentum and fell behind 17-23.
A cross-court attack by
sophomore Jenny Peterson
started a seven point Taylor
rally that junior Emilie York
finished with a kill. The momentum then shifted back to

the Cougars and Taylor lost
the game 27-30.
Taylor showed their athletic and mental endurance as
they fought through a close
third game.
The Lady Trojans were able
to take advantage of Spring
Arbor’s mistakes and made
hard attacks on their overpassed balls.
They remained within two
points for the majority of the
game, but the Cougars fought
hard for the 30-27 win.
York led Taylor’s offense
with 14 kills, while Peterson contributed eight and
Friesen added seven. Peterson had five aces for Taylor,
while Friesen led the defense
with 20 digs.
“Our setter [junior Maggie
Henss] did a tremendous job
bettering our hitters when

our defense was both on and
off,” Smith said. “We’ve been
working on our versatility
with our attacks.”
Although Smith was disappointed with the first game’s
outcome, she is confident in
her team’s abilities.
“Taylor volleyball will be
successful,” Smith said confidently. “We have ups and
downs, but we’re focused on
the long term.”
The team travels today to
play at the Madonna Tournament, where the Lady Trojans will play four games in
two days.
On Friday, Taylor plays Rio
Grande, Davenport and Cedarville, and on Saturday the
team will wrap up the tournament with a game against
the host team Madonna.

Week one picks

Trojans Sports
(Home games in bold)

Every week, last year's Echo Sports Editor (Trevor Kight) and the
current one (Andrew Neel) will face off with their NFL picks for
the week. For week one, Andrew's upset special is Jacksonville
over Dallas and Trevor's is St. Louis over Denver. Trevor predicts
that Indianpolis against N.Y. Giants (a.k.a. the Manning brothers
Bowl) will be the best game, but Andrew thinks Cincinnati vs.
Kansas City will showcase two AFC contenders in the game of the
week. By the end of the season, we will know who truly has more
sports prediction prowess.

Football

(0-1)
L, 17-10 Anderson
Upcoming games:
Saturday
Quincy 1:00

Volleyball

(7-4, 0-1)
W, 3-0 Judson
W, 3-2 William Jewell
L, 3-2 at Cornerstone
Tournament
W, 3-0 Ashford
L, 3-1 Cedarville
L, 3-0 Spring Arbor

Upcoming games:
Friday-Saturday
Madonna Tournament
Sept. 13
at Huntington

Men's Soccer

(1-3-1)
L, 3-0 Davenport
W, 3-0 Shawnee State
L, 3-1 Urbana
Upcoming games:
Friday
Georgetown 4:00
Saturday
Brescia 1:30

Women's Soccer
(1-2)
W, 2-1 Davenport
L, 2-1 Cedarville

Upcoming games:
Saturday
Trinity Christian 4:00
Sept. 12
Spring Arbor 4:00

Men's Tennis

(1-1, 0-1)
W, 8-0 Indiana Tech
L, 5-4 Indiana Wesleyan
Upcoming games:
Saturday
at Bethel
Sept. 14
at Huntington

Women's Tennis

(1-1, 0-1)
W, 9-0 Indiana Tech
L, 9-0 Indiana Wesleyan
Upcoming games:
Saturday
at Bethel
Sept. 12
at Earlham
Sept. 14
at Huntington

Golf

9th, Indianapolis U.

Upcoming games:
Friday-Saturday
Indiana Wesleyan

Cross Country

Upcoming games:
Saturday
Taylor Invitational 10:30

Sports

Photo by Amy Wood

Lady Trojans senior Arlene Friesen protects the net against
Spring Arbor. Taylor fell 3-0 to Spring Arbor on Wednesday.

Photo by Alisse Goldsmith

Sophomore Kelly King battles for the Lady Trojans tennis team against Mid-Central Conference rival
Indiana Wesleyan on Tuesday. Taylor lost 9-0, dropping their record to 1-1 on the season. In their
first match of the season, the Lady Trojans defeated Indiana Tech 9-0. The team travels to Bethel
on Saturday, facing another MCC opponent.

Ravens outlast Trojans
By Andrew Neel
Sports Editor
Missed chances and late
mistakes cost Taylor against
Anderson, as the Trojans (01) fell 17-10 to the Ravens (10) last Saturday at Anderson.
The Trojans were unable to
take advantage of their excellent field position on multiple occasions, and a fumble
at the 3-yard line ended Taylor’s drive and its momentum late in the game.
“We couldn’t get any
breaks,” first-year coach
James Bell said. “We basically dominated every category
statistically with a good team
effort, but Anderson got the
breaks and we didn’t. It’s a
part of the game.”
Nearly 1,000 Trojans fans
made the trek to Anderson
to watch Taylor’s first game
this season.
A mixed atmosphere of excitement and curiosity prevailed, as most spectators
were interested to see if Bell’s
arrival improved a team that
finished 0-10 last season.
It is safe to say the Trojans
did not disappoint their fans.
Taylor had 209 rushing yards,
nearly double that of Anderson, and the Trojans domi-

nated time of possession,
holding the ball for 15 more
minutes than the Ravens.
“Everybody’s confidence
level was high heading up to
the game,” sophomore running back Andre Payne, who
finished with 141 rushing
yards, said. “We know what
our abilities are and what we
are capable of.”
Despite Taylor’s impressive offensive performance,
its undoing was its performance near the end zone.
The Trojans failed to score
on three occasions when they
were inside the Ravens 20yard line, including Taylor’s
opening possession, when
the offense failed to score after receiving a first down on
Anderson’s 1-yard line.
The Trojans were also hurt
by penalties; they had nine
penalties for 65 yards over
the course of the game, including two devastating
false start penalties on their
final drive.
“The team will watch the
game film and see the mistakes that were made and
grow to become better players,” Bell said. “The mistakes
we made can be corrected.”
Sophomore Ty Needler
led Taylor's defense with

nine tackles and also added
one sack. Freshman Spencer
Boone had a good defensive
game as well, grabbing one
interception and pressuring
Anderson receivers throughout the game.
“Coach Bell is doing a good
job with his group,” Ravens
coach Jeff Judge said. “Taylor
plays football in its purest
form with no trash talking,.
They just play clean, hard
and competitively.”
The Ravens offense was
carried by senior quarterback Brock Vanderbush, who
went 16 for 26, passing for
141 yards.
Anderson scored on the
second play of the game on
a 65-yard TD run by junior
running back Maurice Swain,
who finished with 72 rushing
yards for the Ravens.
The Trojans will try to end
their 11-game losing streak
when they play Quincy Saturday at 1:00 in Taylor’s
home opener.
“I think we learned a lot
from the first game; we know
we can’t win on athleticism
alone. We need to be more
mentally focused,” Payne
said. “I expect us to be a winning team this year.”

Note from the editor: what sports do you like?
As a product of small-town
Indiana, I've always been a
sports fan.
However, it would be foolish of me to assume that everyone has my same inter-

ests. I would like to know
what you, the reader, want
to read about this year.
Fall: (a) NFL (b) NCAA
football (c) MLB (d) write-in
Spring: (a) NBA (b) NCAA

basketball (c) Chess-boxing
(d) write-in
I appreciate your feedback.
Please send your votes or
suggestions to me at:
andrew_neel@taylor.edu

Andrew Neel’s picks:

Trevor Kight’s picks:

Miami 20, Pittsburgh 14
Tampa Bay 21, Baltimore 20
Carolina 35, Atlanta 10
Denver 31, St. Louis 28
New England 27, Buffalo 7
Philadelphia 35, Houston 10
New Orleans 24, Cleveland 14
Seattle 38, Detroit 13
Tennessee 21, N.Y. Jets 14
Cincinnati 34, Kansas City 31
Chicago 13, Green Bay 10
Jacksonville 23, Dallas 17
Arizona 28, San Francisco 14
Indianapolis 31, N.Y. Giants 17
Washington 23, Minnesota 10
San Diego 17, Oakland 14

Pittsburgh 24, Miami 13
Tampa Bay 24, Baltimore 13
Carolina 28, Atlanta 21
St. Louis 20, Denver 17
New England 21, Buffalo 13
Philadelphia 27, Houston 10
New Orleans 28, Cleveland 6
Seattle 35, Detroit 20
Tennessee 17, N.Y. Jets 14
Cincinnati 31, Kansas City 24
Dallas 20, Jacksonville 17
Arizona 27, San Francisco 14
Indianapolis 27, N.Y. Giants 20
Chicago 17, Green Bay 14
Washington 31, Minnesota 17
San Diego 28, Oakland 14
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Sophomore Braxton Fritz runs for the Trojans during a meet
last year. The men's and women's cross country team are both
preparing for the Taylor Invitational meet, which will be held
Saturday at 10:30 a.m. at the Taylor track. The other competing
teams will be from Mid-Central Conference opponents Bethel
and St. Francis.
Men's head coach Ted Bowers has a young team that will feel
the loss of 2006 graduate Lance Vandergerg, an NAIA AllAmerican runner. Despite these obstacles, Bowers is optmistic
about the potential for the upcoming season. "I am very pleased
with the growth of our team. With seven of 11 runners being
freshmen, a coach worries about how the team will develop, but
at camp these guys bonded instantly, and that's a credit to our
four returning [players]," he said.
The women's team returns with senior runner Lolly York, who
became the first Lady Trojan to earn All-American status in cross
country with her 11th place finish at NAIA Nationals.

